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Introduction
Swami’s devotees prayed, prayed and prayed and finally their prayers were
answered! Bhagawan visited Croatia for the fourth time in July 2019. Sai’s
deep compassion, understanding and faith in His devotees and in our
transformation is nothing more than a reflection of the pure and infinite love of the
Divine Mother for Her children.
On Friday afternoon, 5 July, 2019 Bhagawan Baba arrived from Spain with His
entourage, where a new ashram was just opened. Swami proceeded to the residence of
Mr. Mladen Košćak and Mrs. Vesna Šoštarić, who have been His hosts every year since
His first visit in 2015. After dinner and rest, Saturday morning, 6 July, Bhagawan gave
an Interview to the members of the Ananda Trust who had gathered there in order to
receive divine instructions on building His ashram in Croatia. Five other esteemed
guests comprising Swami’s entourage also joined the meeting: Sri B. N. Narasimha
Murthy, Sri C. Sreenivas, Dr. David and Mrs. Jenny Cornsweet and Sister Bhuvana
Santhanam. All witnessed the moment when Swami blessed Mr. Košćak.
Swami then granted another Interview to translators and educators who
had translated 11 books into the Croatian language. Thirty-two people gathered
for this Interview, most of whom have ben long-time devotees of Swami. Bhagawan
said that now is the time for the second step, which is to establish the
European Institute for Human Values, envisaged as a place where diverse
workshops and lectures for children, youth, parents, teachers and business people will
be conducted.
In the afternoon, a well-known divine surprise occurred, because Swami
suddenly said that before darshan He would visit a newly opened restaurant,
run by the Devaraj family. This Indian family has lovingly provided food for
all the guests attending Swami’s satsangs in Croatia. On this occasion, Baba
showered His blessings on Sri Devaraj.
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At the entrance to the Crystal Hall of the Westin Hotel, in the centre of Zagreb,
Swami was welcomed by the Veda chanting and an exhibition of artwork and seva
projects. Mrs. Gordana Graovac, the painter, offered 108 portraits of our dearest Lord
to Him, as a gift for the future ashram in Croatia and He accepted it. The bhajans
echoed in the Hall and the hearts of 750 participants from 13 countries were filed with
love and devotion towards the beloved Lord. Swami specially praised the choir,
consisting of 98 singers and musicians who offered devotional songs from eight
religions in twenty languages. The highlight of the music programme was a
performance by the Croatian National Theatre Primadona, Mrs. Mira Vlahović and the
Macedonian tenor, Mr. Viktor Mickovski.

Mrs. Katarina Delistović, the key organizer of Swami’s visit to Croatia, welcomed
everyone gathered with a brief speech. Afterwards, Mr. Mladen Košćak addressed the
audience. Deeply touched by the love of the Croatian devotees to Bhagawan and to
India’s spiritual heritage, His Excellency, the Indian Ambassador to Croatia, Sri
Arindam Bagchi gave an energetic and inspirational speech, which was then followed by
the talks from Swami’s ‘right and left hands’, Sri C. Sreenivas and Sri B. N. Narasimha
Murthy.
The highlight of the evening, awaited by the devotees
for months, was the divine discourse given by our beloved
Teacher, Bhagawan Sri Sathya Sai Baba. At the end of the
programme, all the guests in the Hall reached the same
conclusion, that only our Baba can speak so, only
our beloved Swami can love us this way and help us on the
path back to our original, divine state of being.
During the Arathi, Swami expressed great satisfaction with the
organisation of the event and to Mrs. Katarina, who celebrated her birthday
that day. Bhagawan blessed her abundantly and praised her for the great work
done.
Aum Sri Sai Ram!
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On occasions like this, I feel extremely proud
to be an Indian diplomat living and working abroad.
To see such a large audience here this evening, on this
very special occasion, is amazing because, though
many of you were not born in India, you are certainly
Indian in spirit, in belief and in thought. (Applause)
The President of India recently made his first
visit to Croatia. He was also very touched by your
knowledge of India and your love and affection for
our country; the knowledge of the scriptures, of
Indian heritage, of spiritualism and of culture that is
among so many Croatians.
Nearly 25 years ago, when as a young diplomat I went to Spain, I realised how
much Sai Baba’s words, teachings and life influenced people far away from India. In
those days, there even used to be special chartered flights for people traveling to
Puttaparthi.
I am so happy to see that even today in Croatia, we have so much love, affection
and following among all the devotees of Sai Baba here.
This is something very difficult to describe outside India to those who are
not well aware of what motivates people far away to look to India, to learn about India
and to follow Indian philosophy and culture.
What makes lot of difference, apart from our personal following or
personal beliefs, is the enormous amount of social work for the good of people less
fortunate than us. We just heard about the hospitals and free treatment and work
being done for children. Similarly, giving food to the needy, as well as many other
kinds of activities that devotees of Sai have being doing for decades is
something remarkable and exceptional!
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The moment we entered this hall, what a
magnificent rendering from the heart came out in
the form of such melodious music! To hear the great
Indian scriptures uttered so beautifully and so succinctly
is truly so creditable and makes me very proud to be an
Indian. If one has to come all the way to Croatia to
know what one’s country is, to know what it stands
for over time and into the future, as an Indian, I say
‘thank you’ to all of you for awakening that in me!
Love is what Swami was, what He is right now and love is what He will always
be – but, more importantly to the world that we are living in now, this ushering
and awakening of the inherent truth of love within us is truly humanity’s great
massage.
The message of love is truly the panacea to the all the ills of the world. It does not
matter to which country we belong, it does not matter which colour we are; love is
true essence of individual existence and humanity’s progress and redemption.
Swami is so beautifully teaching each of us to understand that we and the
person beside us is the same in another form. When this is meditated upon,
when love becomes a deep understanding of our being, Swami teaches us that we are
one family.
Swami teaches us that the problems of the world today are opportunities for
service. The hungry has to be fed then and there; in the face of disunity, love and
understanding must be sown then and there; you cannot talk philosophy to the sick,
but you must give them solicitude then and there – and that is how Swami is with
us in our every moment of need. In moments of low and high, God as love is the
only reality.
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Bhagawan Baba, though born in India,
belongs to the whole of the world. In fact and in
spirit, He is not just an Indian. He stands for
the highest thoughts, the highest ideas of all
thinking men and women all over the world.
And what Bhagawan has been doing, going
around the world in the last seven years, is
fulfilling the aspiration of Mother Earth. The
message of Mother Earth today is loud and clear:
‘United you live, divided you perish!’
Brother Sreenivas very rightly said that the concept of one world family was given
to the world by India. We will have to unite as one family full of mankind, in spite of
different colours, nationalities, religions and thoughts in order to survive on this
wonderful, beautiful planet.
What Bhagawan has been doing today may not be perceptible to the
whole world, but as time passes, the world will recognise His voice, which came to
rescue this world, which is full of violence and despair, He is reminding every man
and woman to recognise unity only at the spiritual level. Our colours may be
different, our nationalities may be different, but we are all divine. The unity of
the world and of mankind as a family can be achieved only when men and women
realise the spiritual origin of every man and woman and their spiritual destiny.
This is exactly what Bhagawan Baba has been teaching us.
The future of this world definitely depends on those who love God – not only
a god who is seated somewhere above in the heavens, but who love God in the hearts
of The future of this world definitely depends on those who love God – not only a
god who is seated somewhere above in the heavens, but who love God in the hearts
of all men and women, in all living creatures. That is the essence of the message:
‘Love All, Serve All’.
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sarve bhavantu sukhinah sarve santu niramayah
sarve bhadrani pashyantu ma kaschid duhkham apnuyat
(Let everyone be happy; let all be healthy; let everyone see only good and auspiciousness
everywhere; let no one have any sorrow.)
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Dear Embodiments of Love, Devotees from all over Europe, Very Dear Devotees of
Croatia, Respected Dignitaries, Ambassador and Family!
This prayer summarises the great
Indian ideal that believes in happiness
and health for all, meaning no one
selfishly prays only for themselves, their
family, their community
or
their
country. Instead, it says, “Let everybody
be happy,” not just myself, my wife, my
children or my family. The prayer
continues, “Let all the people – all the
beings – be happy.” Furthermore, “Let
everyone be healthy; let everyone see
only good and auspicious everywhere
and let no one have any sorrow,” – not
even enemies, for no one should have any sorrow. See the broad-mindedness of
thinking! It means to pray for everyone, as you are also a part of everyone.
In that samastha, in that all, your wife, children and family are also included,
so that when you pray for all to be happy, naturally, you will also be happy, since you
are part of that samastha, or all. Such a prayer is very dear to God. When someone
prays selflessly, I am happy – however, when someone prays, ‘I should be healthy; I
should be wealthy,’ God listens, but He may or may not answer such a selfish
prayer, which is only for you, yourself. That kind of prayer is like a postal letter that
slowly reaches God. The prayer that prays for everyone, on the other hand, is like a
phone call which reaches God immediately. Then, straightaway, God answers such a
call – such a prayer – from anyone with a pure heart, who prays for the whole of
humanity, for all mankind.
So, when you pray or sing for the welfare of everyone, it gives Me great
happiness. That is the ideal of India. Since you are keeping this idea alive in Croatia,
you are keeping India alive in Croatia. India is not merely a country, but the idea of and
the consummation of the great ideas of all the saint and sages who taught that everyone
and everything – whether animate or inanimate - is divine. Because they believe
that everything and everyone is divine, there is no reason to hate or hurt anyone. The
only natural response to this truth is love and service.
That is what Baba teaches: love all, serve all. All means all, including everyone
and everything that you come across, from a plant to an insect, to a bird, to an animal
or to a human being – whoever or whatever it may be. This collective love from all of
you for God must translate into love for all beings.
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Today, the world does not need any more money, any more power or any more
wealth – it just needs more love. When you fill your hearts with love, it transcends
all barriers, boundaries, countries and continents and it reaches to the very ends of
the earth. When you love someone, it is not necessary to be next to that person,
because in your heart, when you love, that love reaches the persons wherever they are.

The Ambassador was saying that Sai Baba’s influence is far beyond India. How
has that happened? It is because wherever Sai Baba is, He loves everyone. That love
reaches everyone, everywhere. He does not need a visa or passport, for He reaches
beyond places to where permissions are not needed. Wherever you are, if you also
develop a heart like that of Sai Baba, where your heart is filled with pure love, the likes
of which you just sang – pure, unconditional and desireless love – that love will reach
all parts of the world, everywhere for anybody. That is what is needed. In Europe, the
one thing that is really lacking is this kind of pure, unconditional love. Hence, if you
really want to serve your country and your people, fill your hearts with pure love,
which will serve all and save everyone. That is what is needed today.
Why am I going around the world, from America to Australia, from Europe
to Nigeria? It is because I want more and more and more of you to develop this
kind of pure love, wherever you are, no matter to which country you belong. God is
love, love is God. When you learn to love with the purest of intentions, you will truly
know and understand God. Only such pure love can lead you to your own divinity,
nothing else.
I know that all of your singing and dancing emanates from your love for
God. Yet, if you can be equally happy and joyful singing and dancing when
you meet anybody and everybody, feeling that God, alone, is in all, then your
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spiritual journey will be complete. Then you will know that whomever comes your
way, in whatever form, ‘It is God who is approaching, God who is nearing me, so let
me show my love to them.’
As devotees, that is what is needed. Do not be afraid, fearing about the future!
Rather have faith that God is in you, above you, below you, around you and
within you. Think, ‘I am surrounded by God, so should I fear?’ Become free so that
you will be able to love freely, without any conditions, whilst touching the shore of
divinity and tasting its reality.
You all sang, “Chidananda roopah shivoham shivoham,” – I am the
eternal chidananda, awareness and bliss. Only this awareness can lead to bliss.
Awareness of the truth that God is inside, outside and everywhere will lead you to the
happy feeling that you are surrounded by God. Therefore, you must understand
what you are singing. ‘Chidananda roopah’ means ‘I am that truth’; this awareness
that everything is one will lead you to bliss.
Once, when we were going up many floors in a hotel lift, we noticed mirrors on
all sides of the elevator. I asked the host, “Why are mirrors placed inside this lift? It is
not a make-up room?”
The host responded, “Swami, since the lift takes so much time to go floor
to floor, people get bored, but when they see themselves in the mirrors, they
become engrossed and forget the time.” (Laughter)
Besides, as you know, if ladies are inside the lift, they will be very happy, as they
can continue looking at their reflection on all sides. (Laughter) They may not
even realize they have reached their floor. Why? Because, when you see yourself, you
feel very happy. When you see your reflection, however you may be, you feel happy,
because you recognise yourself: ‘Oh, that is me inside the mirror.’
That is the happiness I feel when I look at all of you. ‘That is Me in them. That is
also Me!’ In her, in him, in the old man, in the young boy – everywhere it is Me and
Me!’ That is what you sang in the last sentence: “Aham nirvikalpo nirakara roopo vibhut
vatcha sarvatra,” – I am the One; I permeate everything and everyone. When you
experience this feeling in that person – in her, in him, in animals, in plants, in birds and
bees – you will know that it is only Me and Me alone, and that awareness will lead to
bliss.
Thus, if you want to be truly happy, immersed in permanent happiness, you
have to attain this awareness that ‘I alone exist’, meaning ‘I’ in the sense of divinity
alone, exists inside and outside of everyone, which becomes a reflection of you. You
will then feel so happy meeting everyone.
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You just sang about all being one. How can
all be one when you do not look alike, wear the
same clothes, speak the same language or even eat
the same food? What does it then mean to say ‘we
are one’? Within that song there is a great
spiritual truth, which is: ‘We are one because
we are one inside, because we are divine and
because we are all God.’
Using sugar, somebody can make one kind of sweet, whilst somebody else can
make another kind of sweet, all with different shapes, sizes and colours. Even so, with
all the variations, the sweetness is still one. Likewise, whether you are Croatian, Serbian
or from Australia, America or India, all of you are made of the same divinity,
even though your shapes, sizes and colours may be different. By looking only at the
outside of a sweet, you will not know that all are made of the same essence, but by
tasting it, you will definitely know. Only when a piece of the sweet is placed on the
tongue, can its sweetness be experienced. Even if one were to make a sweet in the
colour and form of a chilli pepper, if you were to taste it, it would be sweet.
Only by tasting that love will you know that all is love; only by ‘tasting’ divinity
will you know that are all divine. Such truth and love alone can redeem this
world, which will result in one family that believes that all are truly one, not
many. Then, there will not be any wars, any strikes or any struggles; the world will
become heaven!
Some people ask, “Is it possible, Swami? You keep teaching about love, but will
it happen?”
I tell them, “Yes and also no.”
Yes, it will happen if all of you decide to make it happen. No, it may not happen
tomorrow, but it will happen someday. If each one of you becomes a little more
loving, a little more compassionate, a little more sacrificial and caring, the world will
certainly become better, and through your lives, others will become inspired to change.
Then, seeing those people, somebody else will change. Over a period of time, the
whole world will change. Thus, I have great hopes pinned on all of you, that whatever
you sang, you will practise.
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I expect that when you sing, “Chidananda roopah shivoham shivoham,” you will
deeply internalize the idea that you are truly divine, along with everyone else. When
you sing that you are all one, you will truly understand it and assimilate it, because you
are divine, all cast in the image of God and God alone.
The Golden Age will happen when everyone feels Divinity, sees Divinity and
experiences Divinity. I am happy that you have at least developed this noble
thought and related thoughts about Divinity; that you have learnt scriptures and songs
and that you are singing and talking about them – however, I would love it if you
would practice and imbibe all these in your daily lives.
How can you do it? Perform one act of selfless service daily – not
accidentally, but consciously. That means that besides coming across somebody
who has a need, where you then think about doing selfless service, you must
consciously go out of your way to find a reason to serve. Watch how your heart
expands, how your mind broadens and how you become happier. That is the
only way to happiness. Thyagenaike amrutatva manashuh – by sacrifice alone, by
service alone, can man attain immortality. See, you know all these things as well as
having heard them any number of times, but it does not hurt to have a remainder.
A day will come when there will not be a need for Swami to speak again. We will
talk in our hearts and listen in our hearts, because we are all divine, able to connect with
each other within our hearts, without external reminders.
What I expect from the devotees in Croatia, as well as those visiting from
countries beyond, is to take this message and practise, practise and practise, until
you realize the message. Then, when your devotion becomes perfect, you will truly
have learnt to love Me.
It is easy to love Me, because I love everyone – I never hate – but, if you can love
others too, then it will all be worthwhile.
I heard someone say, “Swami, I find it so difficult to follow Your teachings. You
say to love everyone and I tried, but You see, there are a few people I just cannot love.”
When did I say that My teachings are easy? My teachings are not easy to follow, but it
is possible to do so.
For everything you do, you must apply effort. Even to eat, you have to go to
the kitchen and prepare your meal. Even if your wife has cooked the meal, you
still have to put the food into your mouth and chew it. To purchase a new house,
a new car or anything, you have to work for months to earn enough to purchase
it. Despite all this, you still want God realization without any effort! You want Me
to touch you to become realized, without putting in any effort. If you only put in
the effort, everything will be possible.
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Man has gone to the moon by his efforts; he has gone to the depths of the
ocean by his efforts; he has flown across the sky like a bird with efforts. Likewise,
one can learn to speak, read, write, sing and much more – all by effort. Therefore,
why not put efforts into loving everyone and making yourself more selfless? The best
part is, if you put in even a little effort, the grace of God will come to you in
abundance. He will come running to help you when He sees that you are making a
sincere effort to realise your divinity.
I have come only to bless
you, encourage you and
motivate you to apply your
efforts on the spiritual path.
Whenever I come, I should feel
that you have become more
loving, more devoted and more
spiritual than when we met the
last time. I assure you, there is no failure on this path. Whatever effort is made will
definitely find its fulfilment. With other things, whilst you may apply efforts,
the outcome is unknown. Through your efforts, you may succeed, or you may not –
but, on the spiritual path, any sincere effort is bound to succeed – nobody can stop it!
This is the message.
We are opening hospitals and schools in other countries, because there is need for
education and health. In Europe, we are opening only spiritual and human
development centres, because that is what is lacking here. There is spiritual ill-health,
spiritual illiteracy and spiritual poverty. That is why your duty is very important.
You have to lead the way by following My teachings. Others will follow when they
see you so happy. They will ask, “What did you do? Why are you always so happy? We
want to be happy, too! So please tell us.” Then, you can tell them to ‘Love All, Serve
All’ and be happy. Further, you can tell them to ‘Help Ever, Hurt Never’ and be
happy. That alone can truly make all happy.
I am very happy to see all of you! The singing really touched our
hearts. You put so much effort into coordinating the singers from so many
countries. That has given us tremendous joy! As we go back to India, taking
beautiful memories from many countries with us, these memories of Croatia
will definitely be the most beautiful ones. (Applause)
Next year, I am coming again to Europe, touring for a full month.
(Applause) All of you can be present in your own countries, for I will come
to see you there.
Very happy! (Applause)
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ONLINE LIBRARY AND SUBSCRIPTION LIST FOR
DIVINE BOOKLETS OF BHAGAWAN’S OVERSEAS VISITS
To view or download from the Online Library of Divine Booklets of Bhagawan Baba’s
overseas visits, or to subscribe to receive the latest Booklets of Swami’s overseas travels,
as soon as they are available, please visit: http://www.saiprakashana.online.

EDITOR’S NOTE
We are seeking Transcriptionists, Translators, Editors, Graphics Designers, Desktop
Publishers and Webmasters for Bhagawan’s divine discourses in all languages.
For more details, please write to: bhagawanspeaks@gmail.com.

CROATIAN PRAKASHANA WEBSITE
For information on Croatian translations of the Uvacha series and to view content in
Croatian, please visit the Croatian Prakashana Publishers’ Informational / E Commerce
websites at: http://www.saiprakashana.com/hr

